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Workshop Report Distribution
Oregon Sea Grant (OSG) distributed the Summary Workshop Report by email to all workshop participants and interested parties on December 22, 2022 with the request to pass along the report to others within their personal networks. NOAA Fisheries distributed the report through the West Coast Region Groundfish Listserv (3,973 email addresses) on December 23, 2022.

Comment Solicitation Process
A dedicated email address (Sablefish.Workshop@oregonstate.edu) was established to accept comments. In the original distribution of the workshop report, comments were requested by January 20th, 2023. One comment was received on December 22, 2022 and is included below. A reminder was sent to all workshop participants and interested parties on January 24, 2023 and the deadline to accept comments was extended through January 27, 2023. No additional comments were received.

From: Kory Murphy
To: Sablefish Workshop
Subject: pot gear and whales
Date: Thursday, December 22, 2022 5:08:30 PM

[This email originated from outside of OSU. Use caution with links and attachments.]

How about this....if the vessel goes to the dock to offload then the pots go with it. I fish the LEFG fishery and notice that pots get left unattended for a week at a time. Tug and barges and freighters running through them. When we are hook fishing we are almost never more than a few miles from our gear and a few hours from tending it. I think the pot gear being left in the ocean when the vessel is at the dock should be illegal. Just my opinion. Thanks

Kory Murphy
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